
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“CrossRhodes: Pilot” 

The first episode to a modern sitcom 
By Demetrios Fotopoulos 



1.

FADE IN:

EXT. RHODES ESTATE - DRIVEWAY - NOON1 1

We see CLARISSA RHODES, 18, from behind wearing a gray school 
uniform with a sports jacket and matching pleated skirt. She 
is hauling alongside her a rolling SUITCASE in her right 
hand.

Clarissa grunts as the suitcase gets stuck on a rock in the 
long, winding, cobblestone driveway.

CLARISSA
Come on, bag!

Clarissa pulls with much gusto and the suitcase flies 
forward, smashing into the ground in front of her.

Clarissa jumps and protectively throws her arms up.

CLARISSA
Eeep!

The camera cuts to the dark mahogany wood main doors of the 
RHODES MANSION in front of Clarissa.

Clarissa is once again carrying the suitcase at her side in 
her right hand, as if nothing had happened.

Clarissa presses a DOORBELL BUTTON and exhales as the 
doorbell rings an extended, regal version of "Never Gonna 
Give You Up" by Rick Astley.

JACK, a houseboy who is only slightly older than Clarissa, 
opens the door.

JACK
Miss Clarissa Rhodes! Welcome back!
It's so good to see you again!

CLARISSA
Hi, Jack! It's good to see you too.

Jack motions to the suitcase.

JACK
Here, let me.

He takes it.

CLARISSA
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Thank you. What has it been now?
Ten? Twelve years?

JACK
Fourteen years actually. You left
the Rhodes estate at age four and
you've been at school ever since.

CLARISSA
Boarding school. And yes. That's
right.

(pause)
Regardless, I'm always happy to see
an old friend.

JACK
As am I.

Jack motions for Clarissa to enter the front doors. She 
obliges.

THEME/INTRO plays.

SUPERIMPOSE: CrossRhodes

DISSOLVE TO:

DINT. RHODES ESTATE - FOYER - MOMENTS LATER2 2

Jack, rolling the suitcase, and Clarissa walk through the 
mansion. The estate evokes feelings of a classic British 
manor with its wood paneling, mountains-worth of trim, and 
many portraits of old white men.

CLARISSA
(gossipy; with humor)

So, what have you been up to?

Jack hands off the suitcase to FEMALE HOUSE STAFFER 1. She 
takes the suitcase and rolls off into a side hallway.

JACK
I've been an employee of your
family's. Ever since my mom passed
on, I've been taking her place here.

Clarissa touches Jack's shoulder.

CLARISSA
Oh, Jack. I'm so sorry. She was so
healthy. When did this happen?

JACK
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Oh no. She's alive. She just
retired.

CLARISSA
Oh.

Clarissa pulls away from Jack's shoulder.

CLARISSA
So why did you stay at the old
Rhodes Estate?

JACK
I always remembered having nice
childhood memories of playing with
you in the dining rooms while mom
worked. I figured maybe I could
remember more memories if I came
back.

CLARISSA
I'm happy you're still here. What
are your jobs?

JACK
I cook, clean, dust, arrange
dinners, walk your father's hounds,
buy groceries, and do a couple of
other things.

Clarissa laughs.

CLARISSA
Is that all?

Jack laughs with Clarissa.

JACK
I also sow. So, I guess I'm just
turning into an old lady.

The pair approach a set of mahogany French doors that enter 
into the SITTING ROOM.

INT. RHODES ESTATE - SITTING ROOM - CONTINUOUS3 3

The sitting room is opulent with ginormous bay windows, three 
crystal chandeliers, leather furniture, a glass coffee table, 
and over-the-top decorated curtains. The center bay window 
has a view of the manor's rear gardens, which consist of a 
winding hedge maze and a domed greenhouse.
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In the sitting room are MAXWELL RHODES and FRANCESCA RHODES, 
aged about 60 and 45 respectively.

Maxwell is wearing a tailored, blue suit with the top button 
of his white dress shirt unbuttoned. His hair is immaculate 
and gelled. He is sitting on a leather sofa and reading a 
NEWSPAPER.

Francesca, meanwhile, is wearing a deep red embellished gown 
with feathers and a large diamond necklace. Her hair is 
blonde, but it is mostly covered by a matching red, original 
Eastern European headscarf. She is pacing back and forth 
behind Maxwell, holding her arms and bumbling in her Eastern 
European accent.

Jack and Clarissa walk through the French doors into the 
sitting room. Jack stops at the doorway.

JACK
(announcing)

Presenting: Miss Clarissa Rhodes!

Maxwell and Francesca both look up from what they are doing 
and stare at Jack in confusion.

Jack sighs.

JACK
Your daughter.

Maxwell and Francesca both groan. Maxwell continues reading 
and Francesca continues pacing.

CLARISSA
(apprehensively)

Um, hello?

Francesca screeches and grabs the sides of her face.

FRANCESCA
This is unbearable! I cannot do it
any more!

Maxwell takes his newspaper and slams it on the glass coffee 
table in front of him.

MAXWELL
(to Francesca)

Please, Francesca. Would you stop
screaming? That's the third time in
the past half hour!

Francesca throws her fists to her sides.
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FRANCESCA
(to Maxwell; still 
shouting)

But I cannot wait, Maxwell! The
anticipation eats me up like the
goat eats pasture! When does she
arrive?

CLARISSA
(to Francesca and Maxwell)

Yes, hello? I'm here. There's no
need to be upset.

FRANCESCA
GraaaaAAAH! Why are you not in the
boarding school?

There is a slight awkward pause. Clarissa looks at her 
mother, then at her father, and then finally at Jack.

Jack is still standing at attention in the doorway. He 
shudders.

Jack stares back at Clarissa and profusely shakes his head. 
He mouths the words "do not involve me."

Clarissa teeters on her feet.

CLARISSA
(to Francesca and Maxwell)

Yesterday was my last day of school.

Francesca and Maxwell stare at Clarissa.

CLARISSA
For good.

Francesca and Maxwell continue to stare.

CLARISSA
So, I'm back now...ready to be with
my family.

Francesca rubs her temples.

FRANCESCA
Yip, yip, yip, yip, yip! You are
giving me a migraine.

Maxwell picks up his newspaper again, crosses his legs, and 
continues reading. He chuckles to himself.

MAXWELL
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Well, Francesca, that might be a
good thing: I won't be the only one
with a headache after all your
screaming today.

Francesca squints at Maxwell, walks up to him, and lets out a 
shorter scream in his ear.

Francesca looks at Clarissa, gives her a short scream, and 
storms off.

MAXWELL
(to Clarissa)

We're waiting for your sister. She
comes back from her film shoot in
Prague today.

CLARISSA
(intrigued)

Prague? Like the one in Europe?

MAXWELL
Yes. The one in Europe. That's the
only one, isn't it?

CLARISSA
Well, there's one in Nebraska too.

Maxwell smiles and chuckles again.

MAXWELL
I'll be darned. You learned
something in that school. Nice to
see you again sweetheart.

CLARISSA
Thanks, dad.

Clarissa leans in to hug Maxwell. He reaches over in her 
direction, seemingly to hug her back, but he instead picks up 
his READING GLASSES off the table behind her.

MAXWELL
(goodheartedly)

Oh, sweetheart! You're too kind, but
I was just reaching for these.

Maxwell shows Clarissa his reading glasses

MAXWELL
I can't enjoy the paper without my
readers. They're very important to
me. I love them very very much.
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Clarissa feigns a smile.

CUT TO:

INT. RHODES ESTATE - DINING ROOM - LATER THAT EVENING4 4

Clarissa, Francesca, and Maxwell sit at a long table.

Maxwell and Clarissa eating LOBSTER THERMIDOR. Francesca is 
eating PRIME RIB.

Maxwell and Francesca are drinking WHITE WINE. Clarissa has a 
wine glass filled with WATER.

The meal is quiet. Maxwell, Clarissa, and Francesca are 
silent. Clinking of FORKS and KNIVES against plates can be 
heard.

MAXWELL
(awkwardly)

Good food, eh, Clarissa?

FRANCESCA
My meat is too meaty.

CLARISSA
Mine is great!

MAXWELL
The wine is a Sauvignon Blanc from
the private Argentinian vineyard
Viñedo Yates in Mendoza.

Maxwell begins to pour the white wine into an an EMPTY GLASS.

MAXWELL
(as he pours)

The grapes were hand-picked by
native Argentines, and the wine was
finely aged in French cedarwood
barrels for fifty years.

Maxwell finishes pouring and moves to pass the now-filled 
wineglass over to Clarissa.

MAXWELL
Seven hundred U.S. dollars a bottle.
Best of all, it pairs nicely with
the lobster!

CLARISSA
Oh no, dad. It's quite alright. I'm
underage...
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Maxwell and Francesca both indistinctly mutter in surprise.

FRANCESCA
Ah, this is correct! She is only
seventeen!

Clarissa sips her water.

CLARISSA
Eighteen actually.

Francesca looks at Clarissa, nods proudly, and uses her knife 
to cut her prime rib.

ATHENA RHODES' voice can be heard indistinctly in the near 
distance.

ATHENA (O.S.)
No, it's not!

MAXWELL
(happily)

That must be your sister, Clarissa.
It's about time she got home!

ATHENA (O.S.)
You are being totally unreasonable!

Athena, probably 27, enters the room, her PHONE to her ear in 
one hand and a Versace HANDBAG in the left.

ATHENA (O.C.)
(into the phone)

It is not racist! I only don't date
black guys because I don't trust
them. I fail to understand how that
is racist.

(pause)
Mhmmm...

Jack walks into the doorway and stands at attention.

JACK
(announcing)

Presenting: Miss Athena Rhodes!

ATHENA
(into the phone)

Yes. I see that now.
(pause)

Absolutely. Racial bias. Yes.
(pause)

Are you done yet?
(pause)
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Okay, well while I do see where
you're coming from, I encourage you
to look at Kim Kardashian's marriage
and see how that's going.

Athena aggressively hangs up, puts her phone in her handbag, 
looks at her parents, and smiles.

ATHENA
(acting surprised)

Oh my gosh! Hi, mommy! Hi, daddy! I
wasn't expecting to see you here!

Maxwell chuckles.

MAXWELL
Of course we're here, honey. We live
here!

(to Clarissa)
Women can be so forgetful.

Clarissa gives Maxwell a perplexed look. Maxwell, gazing upon 
Athena, doesn't notice.

ATHENA
No, daddy! I'm an actress! I'm just
acting surprised to see you!

MAXWELL
(proudly)

That's my girl, the Academy Award-
winning actress!

Athena gallops over to Maxwell, her handbag on her arm.

ATHENA
They're actually called Oscars now,
daddy. It's not the eighteen-
hundreds anymore.

FRANCESCA
Aaaah, she is talented and smart!

Maxwell hugs Athena and they exchange cheek kisses.

FRANCESCA
Who was on the telephone, Athena?

Athena leaves Maxwell's embrace.

ATHENA
Oh, it was just my friend, Raven-
Symoné. She was in such a mood
today.
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MAXWELL
That is very Raven.

ATHENA
Yeah, it seems like she always has
some kind of a problem. She's so
stuck up. She acts like she can see
the future or something.

FRANCESCA
(to Athena)

Sit. Sit. Sit. Mommy had the cooks
make crème goulash for you, just
like I once had in the mother
country.

Athena sits.

ATHENA
Oooooooo. As good as that sounds, I
might have to actually pass.

Francesca's face shows disappointment.

FRANCESCA
But it is crème goulash. It is the
first dish I ate after immigrating
to United States of America. It was
my start to a new beginning in my
American life.

Athena sucks her lips.

ATHENA
And that is super cute for you!
However, I'm actually fully keto
slash beegan now.

CLARISSA
What does that even mean?

ATHENA
(sarcastically)

Um, hi. I don't remember asking for
your input, but thanks.

CLARISSA
But what does it mean? I think we
all genuinely want to learn
something. Right, dad?

MAXWELL
Well, I am a bit curious now that
you mention it. That is, if you're
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asking, Clarissa.

ATHENA
It means I can't eat any more
Eastern European slop, okay? I ate
enough of that in Prague.

MAXWELL
The one in Europe?

ATHENA
No, the one in Nebraska!

Maxwell scrunches his eyebrows and stares at his food. He 
shrugs and takes a large sip his wine, almost like he is 
taking a shot.

FRANCESCA
But, my Athena, crème goulash is
your favorite. And you are not
eating enough.

Francesca points at Athena's waist.

FRANCESCA
You are too skinny.

Athena bats her eyelashes.

ATHENA
Awwwwww! You look pretty too, mommy.
Like a beautiful, glistening Cate
Blanchett-babushka.

Francesca's eyes grow wide and she straightens her posture in 
her chair.

FRANCESCA
(flattered)

Ooooo!

Maxwell and Francesca continue eating.

Athena loudly drops her handbag onto the tabletop and begins 
texting on her phone, typing away with vigor. She grabs a 
PACK OF GUM from the handbag and chews a piece with her mouth 
open.

Clarissa softly places her fork down on the table and puts 
her face in her hands. Jack gives her a sympathetic look, but 
no one notices.

DISSOLVE TO:
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INT. RHODES ESTATE - LIBRARY - THE NEXT MORNING5 5

The library is large, empty, and dusty. Filled BOOKSHELVES 
line the walls. A BILLIARDS TABLE under a chandelier is the 
room's centerpiece. Clarissa is sitting on the wood floor 
next to the billiards table whimpering and eating ICE CREAM 
from the carton.

Footsteps can be heard offscreen getting louder and closer. 
Clarissa hears the footsteps from the hallway outside.

Clarissa quickly wipes away her tears, but her eyes are still 
red.

Clarissa quickly darts around the library with the ice cream 
carton in hand. She approaches a shelf and sets the ice cream 
on it.

Clarissa looks at the ice cream on the bookshelf.

CLARISSA
That won't work.

Clarissa grabs the ice cream and runs back to the billiards 
table. She holds the ice cream and tries to lean against the 
billiards table. She causally eats a scoop, as if she ate ice 
cream there often without being in tears.

The steps get closer and Jack rounds the corner. He notices 
Clarissa awkwardly standing at the billiards table.

JACK
(poking fun)

Ice cream and books? All the twelve-
year-old Harry Potter fangirls are
extremely jealous right now.

Clarissa sniffles, wipes her eye, and sighs.

CLARISSA
I'm just happy it's you and not my
mother.

(in imitation of 
Francesca's Eastern 
European accent)

Clar-yssa! Ice cream is not summer
food! That is winter food for when
ice is readily available.

(normally)
Or worse...

(in imitation of Maxwell's 
voice)

Clarissa! Is that my ice cream from
last week? I've been looking all
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over for it!

Clarissa and Jack laugh.

CLARISSA
I love my family, but sometimes I
feel like they never care about me,
like all the attention is on my
sister and her success.

JACK
Clarissa, you know that's not true.

CLARISSA
It is true, Jack. Even though I'm
nice and fun, it's like I'm
meaningless to them. I'm just the
annoying little sister that got sent
off to be some nun's problem at a
boarding school.

The two stare blankly at the ground. Jack looks up at 
Clarissa.

JACK
Were the nuns mean?

Clarissa looks up at Jack.

JACK
They seem mean in the movies.

Clarissa raises an eyebrow and sniffles.

Jack shrugs.

JACK
And too, they also sometimes seem a
little demonic.

Clarissa crosses her arms. Clarissa stops crying. She motions 
with her hands as she speaks.

CLARISSA
Oh, they are. Every bit of what you
see is real. The only thing is that
they don't actually eat your soul
physically. They do it
psychologically with snippy, little
comments and hard, wooden paddles.

Jack and Clarissa smile.

JACK
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Well, you're home now. If you feel
like you need some purpose, maybe
you can help me cook the crème
goulash for tonight's dinner. It's
not much, but it's at least
something to do.

CLARISSA
Sure. I'd like that. And who knows?
Maybe I can get closer to my
mother's roots in the process.

JACK
You know, everyone on the staff
always wonders where she's from?

CLARISSA
I'm not sure even she knows. It was
definitely one of those dangerous,
political unrest countries warring
in the forties. Probably.

JACK
Well, she really pulls off the whole
high-class, though.

CLARISSA
Mmhhhm. Oh yes. Absolutely.

CUT TO:

INT. RHODES ESTATE - KITCHEN - LATER THAT DAY6 6

The kitchen is much messier than the rest of the house. There 
are knives, POTS, and pans littered throughout. The kitchen 
is empty of personnel with only Clarissa and Jack inside. The 
two stare at the mess.

CLARISSA
What happened in here?

JACK
I'm not sure, but I have a hunch.

The pair tiptoe around the industrial kitchen's stainless 
steel island countertops to see CHEF MARTIN lying on the 
ground half-asleep. He is disheveled and unshaven. His hat is 
leaning off his head to the side and his apron is stained a 
reddish-purple.

CLARISSA
(screaming)

Crap!
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(to Jack; whispering)
There's a person there.

Suddenly, Chef Martin rears up from his back with his eyes 
wide open.

CHEF MARTIN
(sleepily)

Woooooah...

JACK
(to Clarissa)

As I suspected.
(to Chef Martin)

Chef Martin? What happened here.

Chef Martin struggles to maintain balance, despite sitting 
down.

CHEF MARTIN
(drunkenly)

I took an itsy bitsy nap. It felt
gooooood.

Clarissa crosses her arms and rubs her biceps.

CLARISSA
Oh, I don't think the nap is what
made you feel so good.

JACK
Jesus. It smells like a winery in
here.

CLARISSA
(to Jack)

He smells like a winery. What was
his name? Chef Martin?

CHEF MARTIN
(drunkenly)

I'm not Chef M-AHR-TIN! Today I'm
fancy schmancy Chef M-AHR-TEEN! You
know why?

CLARISSA
Why?

CHEF MARTIN
(whispering)

Come here.

Chef Martin motions for Clarissa to come closer. She leans 
her ear in.
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Chef Martin cups his hands around his mouth to amplify the 
volume of his voice.

CHEF MARTIN
(loudly whispering)

It's because I drank all the
expensive red wine from the top
shelf!

Clarissa pulls away and stands upright. She gives Jack a look 
of concern.

JACK
Alright then. Do you think you can
help us cook a meal, chef?

CHEF MARTIN
Ssssshhhhhhh sh sh sh...

Chef Martin blinks rapidly.

CHEF MARTIN
Would you stop talking so brightly?
I feel woozy.

Chef Martin faints back onto the black and white tile floor.

JACK
Well it looks like we're cooking the
crème by ourselves.

CLARISSA
Yep yep yep. But I...um...I don't
know how to cook.

JACK
They didn't have a Home Ec class in
that fancy schmancy school?

CLARISSA
Well, no. But they did offer
Equestrian classes and a lot of
people thought that those were like
Home Ec because so many kids had
horses back home.

JACK
Close but no cigar. That's not
exactly cooking.

CLARISSA
No, it's not. However, it's similar
in they way that they both could
involve horses.
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JACK
(chuckling)

This is true. Don't worry, I'll
teach you a thing or two.

Clarissa smiles.

MUSIC CUE: "I've Got You Under My Skin" by Frank Sinatra

CLARISSA
I'd appreciate that.

BEGIN MONTAGE:

Clarissa and Jack clean up the kitchen.

Jack bags the trash.

Clarissa wipes a counter top with a sponge.

Jack sweeps the floor.

Clarissa walks past a sink with running water, exiting the 
frame of the shot. She reenters the frame to close the tap.

Jack puts on latex gloves.

Jack washes pots as Clarissa puts away clean knives.

Chef Martin sits up off the floor and immediately slumps over 
again.

Jack begins whipping egg yolk into a cream with a WHISK.

Clarissa uses a knife to slowly dice GREEN ONIONS and 
CARROTS.

Jack uses a SPOON to stir a POT OF CRÈME GOULASH over a 
stovetop flame as Clarissa stands next to him. He hands over 
the spoon to Clarissa, who stirs noticeably slower. Jack 
stands behind Clarissa and guides her hand to stir at the 
correct tempo. Clarissa leans her head back onto Jack's 
chest, closes her eyes, and smiles.

BACK TO SCENE

Jack discreetly glances at Clarissa, notices her leaning 
against his chest, and quickly looks away. Jack bites his 
lip.

END MUSIC

Jack lets out a secretive grin, still looking away.
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INT. RHODES ESTATE - KITCHEN - MOMENTS LATER7 7

Clarissa and Jack stand proudly, overlooking the pot of the 
yellowish brown crème goulash. Clarissa stares at the pot 
blankly.

CLARISSA
Is that it?

JACK
That's it.

CLARISSA
Surely, it can't be as bad as it
looks.

JACK
Nothing can be as bad as that looks.

Athena enters the kitchen sporting a green face mask, 
monogramed bathrobes, and hair in an updo. She squints and 
uses her hand to squeeze her nose.

ATHENA
Oh my God! It smells worse than
Mumbai in here!

Jack gives Athena a confused look.

Athena seems to perk up, standing up straighter.

ATHENA
I was in Mumbai for a month with
Dawood Rangan to shoot his HBO-
direct Bollywood film "Remember."

Clarissa waves.

CLARISSA
Hi, Athena.

Athena's demeanor takes a negative shift. She slightly 
hunches over and whips her head to look at Clarissa.

ATHENA
(to Clarissa)

Hi.

Chef Martin sits up again. Athena, Clarissa, and Jack look 
over.

CHEF MARTIN
(dazedly)

Hello!
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Chef Martin falls over again, this time on his face. Athena, 
points at Chef Martin.

ATHENA
I'm going to pretend I didn't see
that.

JACK
That's probably best for everyone.

CLARISSA
Wait, didn't Dawood Rangan die
recently?

ATHENA
Yeah, he died on the set of that
film. A special effects wind fan was
broken and it just kind of blew him
off the building.

Athena glides her hand through the air and motions downwards 
to represent the Dawood Rangan's descent off of the building.

ATHENA
(doing the gliding 
gesture)

FWOOOOOOOSH!

Clarissa's jaw drops. Jack puts his hands on his hips. He 
turns to look at Clarissa, then back at Athena, and then back 
at Clarissa.

ATHENA
Don't worry though. He was
apparently some huge mobster, so he
kind of got what he deserved.

(pause)
He was always a perfect gentleman
with me though.

Athena squints her eyes, looks to the side, and smiles. She 
then closes her eyes and grins.

There is an awkward pause.

CLARISSA
So it smells down here, huh?

Athena opens her eyes and stares at Clarissa.

ATHENA
Why does it smell down here?

CLARISSA
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Why does it matter?

ATHENA
You try doing aromatherapy when the
mansion smells like onion-flavored
barf.

JACK
Its just the goulash we made.

ATHENA
I stand by what I said.

Athena tilts her head and squints at Clarissa.

ATHENA
Wait, "we"? Clarissa, did you help
make this?

Clarissa crosses her arms and hunches over. She looks to Jack 
for support and he smiles.

Clarissa stands up straight and puts her arms to her sides.

CLARISSA
As a matter of fact I did, and I had
fun doing it.

Athena purses her lips. She is very expressive.

ATHENA
Oh, but that's so beneath you. Why
would you do that?

CLARISSA
I wanted to branch out a little bit.

Athena blankly stares.

CLARISSA
To try a new thing.

Athena continues staring.

Clarissa flails her arms into the air.

CLARISSA
To broaden my horizons.

Athena stares a second, but then nods and smiles.

ATHENA
I used to love "broadening my
horizons" at your age. Once time, I
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had a romantic vacation in the
Maldives with all three Jonas
brothers at the same time.

JACK
This might be slightly different.

ATHENA
(ignoring Jack)

Every morning when I woke up, the
youngest one would be hiding
somewhere in my room. Usually, I
would find him and he would be
wearing nothing but a --

CLARISSA
(interrupting)

Alright! I think I've heard enough
of that story.

Athena groans.

ATHENA
Fine then. But for the record, I was
going to say bathing suit. He was
wearing nothing but a bathing suit.

Athena storms away from Clarissa and Jack.

ATHENA
And he looked good in it, too. Like
really yummy.

Athena leaves.

CLARISSA
She thinks she knows yummy, just
wait until she eats the goulash
tonight.

Jack shies away from the crème goulash.

JACK
I think I saw something move in it.

Clarissa looks into the pot, and nods.

CLARISSA
Perhaps. Would not be surprised.

Jack puts his hand over his mouth, turns away from Clarissa, 
and gags.

DISSOLVE TO:
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INT. RHODES ESTATE - DINING ROOM - EVENING8 8

The dining room is eerily reminiscent of how it was the 
previous night. Clarissa, Francesca, Maxwell, and Athena sit 
around the same long table. The plates are empty as the 
Rhodes family waits for the main course to arrive.

Clarissa is wearing a gray women's pantsuit. It is tailored, 
but not perfectly fitted.

Francesca is wearing another red dress and headscarf.

Maxwell is wearing a perfectly tailored tan-orange suit. His 
tie is brown. The suit is perfectly tailored and fitted.

Athena is wearing a white designer shirt with cut-off 
shoulders. Additionally, she is wearing a gold necklace and 
many rings on her fingers, the shiniest being a DIAMOND RING 
on her left hand.

FRANCESCA
Maxwell, my love, what is for dinner
tonight?

MAXWELL
I haven't the slightest idea,
darling. Who told the chef what to
make tonight?

CLARISSA
Don't worry, dad. I took care of
dinner tonight.

MAXWELL
Impressive! Ordering food on your
own! You're turning out to be
independent just like your big
sister.

ATHENA
Yes. Yes she is.

Clarissa begins to move her mouth and explain that she did 
not order, but actually made food. However, she is 
interrupted before noise can emerge from her mouth.

FRANCESCA
Finally, they've arrived!

Jack and FEMALE HOUSE STAFFER 2 walk into the dining room. 
Both are carrying a COVERED SILVER PLATTER in each hand.
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Chef Martin follows Jack and Female House Staffer 2 into the 
room. He is wearing the same outfit as earlier, but now has 
added black SUNGLASSES.

Chef Martin spreads his arms and exclaims...

CHEF MARTIN
Dinner is served!

Francesca laughs.

FRANCESCA
About time, chef.

(to herself; in an 
unidentifiable Slavic 
language; subtitled)

Time-wasting, bumbling oaf!

ATHENA
Mom! You know we can't understand
you when you speak that language.

Francesca leans back into her chair, rubs her temples, and 
closes her eyes.

FRANCESCA
Da.

Jack and Female House Staffer 2 place the trays down in front 
of Maxwell, Clarissa, Athena, and Francesca.

CHEF MARTIN
Tonight, you will be eating a long
requested dish, Rhodes family.

Maxwell rubs his hands together.

MAXWELL
How exciting!

CHEF MARTIN
I present to you...

Jack and Female House Staffer 2 remove the lids from the 
trays to show four BOWLS filled with crème goulash.

CHEF MARTIN
...the coveted crème goulash!

ATHENA
EWW! Ew ew ew ew ew ew EW!

MAXWELL
Athena! Come now, its just food.
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ATHENA
That is not food. You expect me to
eat that?

JACK
Miss Rhodes, not to worry. It is
food, and it was freshly prepared
this morning.

The crème goulash in front of Athena bubbles.

Athena begins to cry.

ATHENA
(wailing like a child)

Daddy, do I have to eat it?

MAXWELL
No, sweetie. I suppose not.

FRANCESCA
Maxwell, she must eat some.

MAXWELL
Okay, well at least try it, Athena.
All you have to have is one bite.

ATHENA
(sniffling)

Okay, daddy. Okay, mommy.

Clarissa rolls her eyes and makes eye contact with Jack. He 
frowns and gives Clarissa an unhelpful shrug.

Suddenly, Clarissa stands up and slams her hands down on the 
table, nearly spilling her bowl of crème goulash.

CLARISSA
(firmly)

No. You all have to eat it.

ATHENA
Exsqueeze me?

FRANCESCA
Sit down! You're making a scene.

CLARISSA
I will not sit down. I made this
crème goulash with Jack. I didn't
order it.

Francesca gasps. Maxwell looks around the room in shock.
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Chef Martin hops over to where Clarissa is standing.

CHEF MARTIN
Ha ha ha! Funny little girl. We all
know that I cooked this five-star,
promotion-worthy dish.

CLARISSA
No, you didn't. I did, and I worked
too hard on it for it to be not
eaten and thrown away.

MAXWELL
Jack, is this true?

JACK
Every word. Chef Martin, I really
respect you, but you weren't helping
us.

ATHENA
Yeah, he was like totally wasted.

MAXWELL
What?!

CLARISSA
Dad, look at his sunglasses. He's
obviously at least a little
hungover.

FRANCESCA
Obviously, Maxwell.

Chef Martin begins to hunch over and twiddle with his 
fingers.

CHEF MARTIN
I just remembered! I think I left
the stove on.

Chef Martin scuttles out of the dining room. He trips on his 
way out and exits.

MAXWELL
So you made dinner tonight,
Clarissa?

ATHENA
She did. I told her it was really
beneath her, but she went and did it
anyways.

FRANCESCA
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Oh, Clarissa. You can't muck around
with the help. You're better than
him.

CLARISSA
I'm sorry, but I can't let you be
mean to Jack. From the moment I've
gotten here, the only person who's
been nice to me—and I mean truly
nice to me—has been Jack.

Clarissa looks at Jack and smiles. He looks back at her and 
smiles too.

CLARISSA
Jack is kind and polite and helpful.
And most of all, Jack is my friend.

FRANCESCA
Oh come now, Clarissa. We are very
good for you.

CLARISSA
You've been good to Athena. You
worshipped her and her career my
entire life. You decided to get rid
of me! You abandoned me and sent me
off to that boarding school!

MAXWELL
Darling, we love you. After all, we
sent you to an elite institution.
You went to Yale's prep school.

CLARISSA
You sent me to Cornell's prep
school, not Yale's.

Athena quietly snorts.

ATHENA
(quietly)

Cornell!

Francesca gasps and puts her hands over her mouth.

FRANCESCA
Cornell!? Maxwell, what kind of dump
did you send my daughter to?

MAXWELL
Well, it was less expensive! I was
trying to watch our spending like
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you said to, Francesca. Remember
that?

CLARISSA
You decided the place to save money
was on my education?

Athena raises her left hand, propping it up on the table. Her 
diamond ring glistens in the light.

ATHENA
We have spending problems?

FRANCESCA
(to Maxwell; defensively)

No! I don't remember saying that any
of that!

Francesca glances from side to side at Clarissa, Athena, and 
Maxwell.

FRANCESCA
(angrily)

Nyeh! Sometimes, Maxwell. I swear.

CLARISSA
I'm sorry for all the drama. It's
just that I feel like my entire life
has been a waste, and I have no idea
what I want to do with it.

MAXWELL
Clarissa...

Clarissa looks at Maxwell.

MAXWELL
We should be the ones that are
sorry. You're at a crossroads in
your life right now. You want to
experience new things and find your
calling, but you need your family
around for that. We weren't there
for you in the past, but we'll be
here to support you from now on.

Clarissa looks over to Francesca, who is supportively nodding 
and looking back at Clarissa.

Clarissa looks to Athena, who winks at Clarissa.

Clarissa looks to Jack, who gives Clarissa a thumbs up.

CLARISSA
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I love you guys.

Clarissa smiles.

CLARISSA
Now let's eat.

Clarissa spoons a sip of the crème de goulash. Maxwell, 
Francesca, and Athena begin eating.

Clarissa looks down at the bowl and her smile grows.

FADE OUT.


